
1. Introduction
Single electron transistor (SET) [l] is one of the simplest

and most promising circuits of single-electronics for future
applications. It consists of two ultrasmall tunnel junctions
connected in series with a gate attached to the island between
the junctions. The operation of the transistor is based on the
fact that small continuous charge supplied by the gate causes
changes in the current-voltage (I-v) characteristic of the
device. These changes can be easily observed provided
thermal and quanfum fluctuations are small.

Depending on the type of the gate, two versions of the
SET are possible [2]: one with a capacitive gate coupling (C-
SET) and another, with a resistive gate coupling (R-SET)
(Fig.la). Although c-SETs have been realized successfully
in a great variety of forms, the implementation of R-SET has
been a challenge for experimentalists so far. Although more
complicated in fabrication, R-SET has advantages which can
make it competitive with C-SET. First, it does not suffer
from the background charge fluctuations because a small
charge leak is provided through the gate. Second, a high
voltage gain (Kv " 1) is predicted in R-SET due to a specific
Coulomb blockade region with sharp edges (Fig.lb).
However, recent theoretical analysis t3] has shown that
because of the Nyquist noise of the gate resistor, the
operation of the R-SET degrades drastically with temperarure
with no voltage gain possible at T > 0.02e2lksCr, where Cp is
the total capacitance of the island.

So far, only one attempt in the fabrication of R-SET with
lD array of tunnel junctions as a gate has been reported [4],
however, the regime of its operation was far from the
theoretical prediction.

Here we report the first implementation of the originalry
proposed R-SET [2] comprising two small tunnel junctions
and resistive gate attached to the island. we measured
current-voltage (I-V) and transfer (V-Vr) curves of the
transistor and fowrd a fair qualitative agreement with
simulations based on the orthodox theory of single electron
tunneling.

2. Experiment
The AVAIO*/AI tunnel jrurctions and cr thin-film resistive

gate were fabricated using e-beam lithography and three-
angle evaporation. The details of the fabrication procedure
are described elsewhere [5].

The transistor is designed such that the Cr gate is
connected to the middle of the Al island which is
45 nm x 300 nm. The area of each junction, as concluded
from the SEM image of the R-SET, is about 0.001 pnf. nre
gate is about 60 pm long and 30 - 40 nm wide.

Measurements were performed in a dilution refrigerator
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Fig.1. (a) schematic layout of the R-SET and the measurement set-
up; (b) Coulomb blockade region of the R-SET at T=0. No current
flows through the circuit inside the blockade region.

at a base temperature of about 50 mK. A high magnetic field
(l T) was used to quench the superconductivity of
aluminium. With our set-up (Fig.la), we could sweep or step
bias voltage Vu and gate voltage Ve and measure voltage
drop v across both junctions and current I through the first
junction.

Simulations of R-SET based on the orthodox theory were
also carried out [6].

3. Results and discussion
Tunnel resistance of each junction can be extacted

independently from the linear fit to their I-v curves in the
voltage range 5 - 10 mV. This gives R1 :76 kCl and
kz:62 kC). Gate resistor I-V curve was also fitted and gave

&: l.7l Mf). Transistor capacitance can not be measured
accurately in R-SET but a rouglr estimation can be obtained
from the offset of high bias (up to about 20...30 mV)
asymptotes of the I-V curve. Thus, CE - 300 aF was deduced.
As follows from the theory and confirmed by our
simulations, it is only C2 which determines the shape of
Coulomb blockade (see Fig.lb) and neither I-V nor V-V*
curyes depend on the ratio C2lCy

Sweeping V5, w€ measured I-V curves at different gate
voltages (the data is not presented here because of lack of
space). When V* is zero, the current is strongly suppressed at
low bias. This fact indicates that despite a direct ctnnection
of a long metallic gate to the island, the stay capacitance of
the gate does not contribute significantly 6 the total
capacitance cr. The current remains suppressed in the range
-0.2 mV S V, < 0.2 mV. Outside this range, the I-V curve
becomes linear at zero bias. The dependence on the gate
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voltage is non-periodic, once the blockade is lifted, it is never
restored again in contrast to the C-SET where it is strictly
periodic in gate charge.

The operation of the R-SET is clearly shown in Fig.2a
where transfer curves (V-V*) are presented for different bias
voltages. The load resistor Rr-: l0 MC) was used. The step
in bias voltage is 90 pV. At low V6 (two curves in the
middle), there is a blockade-like feature in V-Vs dependence.
Because of the offset in the measurement set-up, the curve
does not go through the origin of the plot. Above certain bias
voltage, lVul > 200 pV, the dependence becomes non-
monotonic with a clear negative slope observable up to
lVrl - 1.2 mV. The negative slope is the most pronounced at
a bias voltage lvul - 350 pV which should correspond to e/Cr
of the transistor and where the highest K, might be obtained.
In our case lK"l x 0.2 is measured, a factor of 30 smaller than
what we expected to have with the above parameters [3].
One ofthe possible reasons for this is mentioned below.

Both measured I-V vs. V, and V-V, vs. V6 dependences
seem to be in agreement with the predictions of the orthodox
theory of single electron hrnneling. In both of them,
Coulomb blockade region was observed resembling the one
in Fig.lb. To make a quantitative comparison, we simulated
of V-V, vs. Vu curves using e/Cz and k"Tl(ezlCs) as fitting
paraineters (Fig.2b). While the first one was fixed for all the
curves, we had to increase the second parameter from 0.02 at
Vu(e/Cr):0 up to 0.065 atYa/(e/Cr):4.This corresponds
to the bias dependent effective temperature of the R-SET
120- 380mK. Such a high effective temperature was
apparently the main reason for the poor voltage gain realized.
The analysis of overheating in the R-SET is beyond the
scope of this work. We just refer to paper [7] where the
overheating in a small metal island of C-SET is reported. We
believe similar effect may occur in the R-SET.

The simulated curves reproduce fairly well the general
shape of the Coulomb blockade, however, there are some
deviations from the experiment. In the simulated curves, the
peak is wider and the slope outside the Coulomb blockade
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Fig.zb. Simulated V-Vg curyes at Vb(e/CE) = 0, + 0.3, + 0.7, + l,
t2, !3, + 4. For these curves, we used ksT/(ez/Cr): O.OZ,0.042,
0.043, 0.045, 0.05, 0.06, 0.065.

is somewhat smaller. We atfribute this disagreement to the
fact that the model we used is rather simple. In our model,
the bias dependent contribution from the distibuted stray
capacitance of the gate to the Cr is not taken into account.
Also, higher order tunneling processes (cotunneling) may be
involved.

4. Conclusions
We fabricated and measured resistively coupled single

electron transistor comprising two AVAIO*/AI tunnel
junctions and thin film Cr gate. Non-periodic Coulomb
blockade pattern was observed in I-V and V-V* curves. The
operation of the R-SET is in good qualitative agreement with
the onhodox theory of single electron tunneling. To obtain a
high voltage gain, the parameter kBT(e2lCE) must be
decreased.
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Fig.2a. Transfer curves of the R-SET
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